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th
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Many thanks To Helen, Sean and Sue for inviting me to the Kentish.  I had a great day 

and so close to home too!  Thank you also to Sandra Beattie for kindly stewarding for 

me.  I hope that we can get together again some time. 

 

Russian Blue Adult Male 

 

1
ST

 CC W/H  COE’S WARWICK ARNHEIM (16a) M 11.11.08  For an 11 month 

old Adult Russian, this young man is very small and immature and looks like a kitten. 

Ears of fair size but set too wide apart to be vertical and he was holding them bonetted 

forward.   Short wedge but narrow in the muzzle.  Flatish skull and showing an angle.  

Slight slope to nose.  Not showing any whisker pads.  Level bite, fairly deep chin 

which falls away.  Rather full almond shaped eyes which are of very good green 

colour.    Mid blue soft silky feel to his coat but no real density to it.   Good silvery 

sheen overall and fairly sound at the roots.   Sorry to withhold but apart from his size 

he has too many faults to award the certificate. 

 

For BOB only 

 

BOB  GADD’S GR. CH. KERWIL SKRYABIN KRIVAK (16a) M 

26.6.02  A big mature male although extremely timid and consequently not showing 

himself well.  Very sensitive on his back when stroked.  He has a good thick, sound 

coat which is soft and plushy.  Almond shaped eyes of quite good green colour.  Can 

hold his ears vertically although they do appear to be a little wide set.  Strong muzzle 

and good whisker pads.  Level bite.  Tapered tail showing several rings. 

 

Russian Blue Adult Female 

 

1
ST

 & CC EBORALL’S LUBIMIYEH ANYA (16a) F 9.1.08  Female of good 

size and weight.  Nice Russian expression.  Flat skull, showing some angle.  Slight 

slope to nose.  Short broad wedge also showing some whisker pads.  Quite large 

vertically set ears.  Almond shaped eyes of fair green colour.  Level bite and good 

chin.  Darker blue coat of fair soundness and which is short, softish and of fair density 

for the time of year.  Tapered tail showing slight tail rings.   

 

2
ND

  WHEELER’S WARWICK KAILANI (16a) F 11.11.08  Again 

rather a small female. Vertically set fairly large ears.   Longish head and wedge.  Flat 

skull, slight angle.  Nose has a distinct quite deep break.  Almond shaped eyes of good  

clear green.  Muzzle narrow showing slight whisker pads.  Level bite.  Shallow chin.  

Tail a little short for balance with a few tail rings.    Very light blue coat colour.  

Fairly sound but lying close to the body.  Very silvery look overall.   Very unhappy 

lady and difficult to assess. 

 

Korat Adult Female 

 

1
ST

 & CC CHERKAS’ JUSARKA STAR SOLITAIRE (34) F 25.1.05  Korat 

lady of lovely size, weight and condition.  Well set ears giving a good overall heart 

shape look to her head.  Large and expressive full eyes of pale green.  Breadth 



between and  across the eyes.  Large, flat forehead.   Level bite and good firm chin.  

Downward curve to nose.  Tail a fraction short for balance.  Very short close lying 

soft coat.  Some scattered white hairs across the back of the neck/should area which I 

would imagine are from “the mating game”.   Good silver tipping. 

 

For BOB only 

 

BOB  CHERKAS’ JUSARKA THAI LILAC PROMISE (34) F 26.6.07  A 

smaller girl but well proportioned.  Semi cobby body type and lovely heart shaped 

look to her head.  Large, wide based ears.  Large flat forehead.  Very slight downward 

cure to nose.  Level bite and firm straight chin.  Very short, glossy close lying coat.  

Large, full pale green eyes.  Medium length tapered tail.  Well tipped all over. 

 

Devon Rex Kitten Male 

 

1
ST

 BOB W/H  LUDLOW’S JONSCOTT MR.MISTOFFELEES (33a36) 

MN 3.3.09   Devon kitten of fair type with a short broad wedge.  Very wide base to 

ears.  Set fairly low but held a little high.   Ears have tufts and muffs.   Width between 

the eyes which are large rounded oval green eyes.  High cheekbones and whisker 

break.  Brow curves back to flat skull.   Slight stop to nose.  Level bite.  Slender neck.   

Broad chested.  Strong legs.  Oval paws.  Very short soft coat gentle waves but sparse 

coat around the neck area.  Long tapered tail which is well covered and curly.  Slight 

leg waves.  Some guard hairs on tail.  Crinkled eyebrows and whiskers.  Very long 

tapered tail.  Good size and weight.   

 

2
ND

  CRAGG’S WAKANDA BACK TO OURROOTS (33a40 11) M 

9.6.09  Large tufted ears but held rather high at the moment.  Fair width between the 

ears.   Slight ear muffs.  Very short broad muzzle but looking very square.  High 

cheekbones.  Brow curves back to flat skull.  Has a stop to very short nose.  More 

almond eye shape than oval – blue.  Very broken whiskers and eyebrows.  Level bite.  

Eyes slanting.    Slender neck.  Very large paws to grow into.  Broad chested.  

Rounded tips to ears.  Rather a plump tummy.  High slim legs.  Body and tummy just 

down.  Legs and paws covered and waved.  Longish fur on tail which is well covered 

and waved.  Muffs a little long. 

 

3
RD

  HUNT’S KATABATIC LORENZO (33a36) MN 16.2.09  Fair type.  

Short, fairly broad wedge.  High cheekbones.  Fairly strong muzzle.  Brow curving 

back to flat skull.  Deep chin, unfortunately his bite is undershot.  Defined whisker 

break.  Slight stop to fairly short nose.  Large ears set low and very wide at the base – 

tufts and slight muffs.  Wide set eyes, oval and need to be larger – sloping to ears.  

Few guard hairs on tail.  Waves more feelable than visual.  Yellow eyes.  Short, quite 

dense coat.  Waving down legs.  Short broken whiskers and eyebrows.  Tail well 

covered and waved.  Slender neck.  Long body and broad chest.  Good sized kitten of 

good weight.   

 

Devon Rex Kitten Female 

 

2
nd

 (1
st
 w/h) Hunt’s Katabatic Cymbeline (33a40 9) F 16.2.09 Fairly large ears, 

wide based, rounded tops and tufts and muffs.  Oval, blue wide set eyes.  Short, broad 

wedge.  Bite unfortunately is undershot.   Good stop to short nose.  Brow rounded to 



flat skull.  Firm chin.  Nice high cheekbones.  Soft, well waved coat – a little long and 

untidy looking.  Rexing good including neck and shoulders and down legs.  Fairly low 

set ears.  Fair width between. Long tapered tail, well covered and waved – fur a little 

long.   Few guard hairs on tail.  Sorry to withhold 1
st
 in a class of only one but the 

SOPs states that 1
st
 prize in Kitten Open classes must be withheld for 

undershot/overshot bite. 

 

Ocicat Neuter Female 

 

1
ST

 PC & BOB DARBY’S IGC THICKTHORN MEADOWSAFFRON 
(73b) FN 20.3.05  A large, athletic, very strong female.  Modified wedge, longer than 

wide.  Slight curve muzzle to cheek.  Slight dip in profile and rise at the bridge of the 

nose.  Broad muzzle with a squarish look.  Level bite.  Slight whisker pinch.  Arching 

neck.  Large eyes, looking a light amber in the hall lighting.    Moderately large ears 

with rounded tops and small tufts but was holding them a bit low today.  Solid and 

muscular girl.  Well muscled legs.  Neat oval paws.  Tapered tail well ringed.  Broad 

at the base.  Short, satiny texture with a good sheen and lying close to the body.  

Random thumbprint shaped spots.  Bulls eyes on both sides.  Spotted tummy.  Light 

fur surrounding the eyes, tabby “M”, scarab.  Clear facial markings.  White, chin, lips 

and nostrils.  Leg bracelets.  Warm chocolate colour on a pale agouti ground.  Pink 

nose leather.  Dark chocolate tail tip and chocolate heels. 

 

Ocicat Classic Tabby A/K/N 

 

MERIT  GRETTON’S THICKTHORN PINTO (73 41) MN 2.12.08  

A lovely big strong boy with a delightful gentle nature.  Moderately large well set 

ears.  Large almond shaped amber eyes.  Modified wedge head with square look to 

muzzle.  Long body and legs.  Oval paws.  Disinclined to allow his bite checked so 

did not force the issue.  Strange when he is so easy in all other respects!  Slight dip to 

nose in profile and rise at the bridge.  Moderately large well set ears  which have 

rounded tops and tufts.  Eyes set on a slant to edge of ears.  Solid, substantial cat.  

Long tapered tail.  Bracelets on legs and tail.  Tabby M, good facial markings.  

Thumbprint on back of ear.  Very clear classic tabby pattern, clear butterfly, markings 

along the spine.  Well deserving of the Merit. 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

AV Foreign Adult, Kitten or Neuter 

 

1
ST

 WHEELER’S WARWICK KAILANI (16a) F 11.11.08 

 

AC Abyssinian Adult 

 

1
st
 HOOKEY’S CH. MIKKAR LADYLYNX (23) F 29.12.06  Usual Aby 

female with a nicely balanced head with gentle contours.  Large, pricked ears with 

tufts. Furry inner edges to ears.    Large, expressive rounded almond shaped green 

eyes.   Slight nose break.  Level bite and good chin.  Clear facial pigmentation marks.  

Chin, lips and nostrils cream.  No necklet.  Very good tail shape, thick at the base and 

tapering and of balanced length.  Black tail tip.  Short black hocks.  Darker line of 



ticking from the head down the spine.  Will ticked coat.  Black ticking and apricot 

undercoat.  Good coat texture, not too soft. 

 

2
nd

 DARBY’S CH. SILVERSMOKE MIRCLE (23) F 4.1.08  A female of good 

size and weight and very rich ruddy orange undercoat. Slight nose break.  Brow 

rounded to top of head.  Ears could be a little larger but have nice tufts.  Short black 

hocks.  Black tail tip.  Well ticked with black, short, closely lying coat of good 

texture.  Clear facial markings.  Just visible is a slight smudgy half necklet on the RH 

side.  Slight muzzle indentation. Good tail shape, thicker at the base.   

 

Cornish Rex, Devon Rex or Sphynx Adult 

 

1
ST

 CRAGG’S MAGICAL MIZ TIGGYWINKLE (33a27sx) F 8.11.08  Very 

typy female Devon Rex.    Very short broad wedge.  Large, very wide based ears.  

Rounded brow to flat skull. Large, oval eyes – pale blue.   Good stop to short nose. 

High cheekbones.   Good level bite although chin could be stronger.   Muffs and small 

tufts.  A bit sparse on top of head.  Just covered on her body and tummy a bit bare.  

Curl just coming in on body although coat is very very short.  Fur is longer on the 

legs, feet and tail.  Waving on the tail.  Very very curly whiskers and eyebrows.  Very 

broad chested and with slim legs.  Happy to be assessed. 

 

2
nd

 HILL’S CH. JODUNO MEGGOMOO ZAHARA (33 36p) F 9.6.06  

Cornish Rex girl.  Elegant girl with a very short soft coat which is well rippled with 

“marcel” type waves.  Moderate wedge although would like her muzzle broader.  

Good profile.  Flat skull curving gently at the brow to a almost straight nose.  Large 

ears set rather high on the head.  Oval eyes with top line straight.   Level bite although 

chin falls away.  Very pretty colour combination.  Long tapered tail slight clean stud 

tail visible. 

 

AV Foreign Junior Adult 

 

1
ST

 LACHLAN’S JABLOOK YOKATA-ISSABELLA (74c) F 10.5.08  Lilac 

Tonkinese female with a lovely solid feel to her body.  Short, close lying silky coat.  

Balanced head of moderate proportions.  .  Good eye shape and set looking very blue 

in the hall light.  Well developed muzzle.  Level bite and fair chin.  Balanced length 

tapered tail warm lilac coat colour, darker points blending gently with body. 

 

2
ND

 MASON’S TOSHIKI TALAH-ZIVA (74b) F 29.3.08  Chocolate Tonkinese.  

An attractive female in good condition.  Largish wide based ears.  Greeny-blue eye 

colour.  Muzzle a little narrow. Gentle slope to nose.  Level bite.   Points blend gently 

to body.  Tapered tail of balanced length.  Short soft close lying coat. 

 

Russian, Korat or Thai Lilac/Thai Pointed Kitten 

 

1
ST

 TURNER’S JUSARKA KINABALU CLOUD (34) F 11.6.09   A nice Korat 

baby.  Well set ears of good shape and set.  Good heart shaped look to her head.  

Large flat forehead.  Strong, well developed muzzle.  Level bite and good chin.  

Amber eyes at the moment.  Fair sized roundish eyes.  Short close lying coat quite 

well tipped.  Would like a bit more substance to her. 

 



2
ND

 RAVENSCROFT’S GOLUBOI RAISA (16a) F 9.6.09  A young Russian 

Blue kitten who was a little nervous.  Short wedge to head although could do with a 

broader muzzle.  Bite just OK but lacks a chin.  Almond shaped eyes of good green 

colour already.  Nice Russian “smile”.  Showing some whisker pads.  Skull still 

rounded as yet to almost straight nose.  Coat is soft, perhaps a little long but quite 

good density. 

 

AC Ocicat, Singapura or Egyptian Mau Kitten 

 

1
ST

 MURTON’S MELISSAIDAN THAT’S AMORE (78 30s) M 9.5.09  

Egyptian Mau boy with very clear random spotting.  Smallish high set ears not much 

flare at the moment.   Slightly rounded wedge head.  Parallel nose lines.  Green centre 

to eyes.   Slight resilience to coat texture.  Spotted tummy.  Very slight tarnish to 

nose.  Necklets.  Ringed tail.  Very clear black pattern. 

 

  

2ND DAVIS’ POLLYSTAR AMSU-RA (78 30s) M 31.5.09  Good worried 

expression.    Nice gently rounded wedge head.  Almost parallel nose lines.  Rounded 

almond eyes of muddy green at the moment.  Moderately large ears  Ringed legs, 

spotted paws.  Clear random spotting on body.  Resilient feel to coat.  “M”, scarab etc.     

Lovely temperament. 

 

3
RD

 DAVIS’ MELISSAIDAN ANGEL EYES (78 30s) F 15.3.09  Good worried 

expression.  Eyes still changing colour.  Ears held a bit too high.  Fractionally longer 

wedge head.  Coat a little long but clear black spotting – some slight linkage on lower 

shoulders.  Parallel nose lines.  Slightly resilient coat texture.  Broken necklet.   

 

AV Foreign Novice Kitten 

 

1
st
 Ravenscroft’s Goluboi Raisa (16a) F 9.6.09 

 

2
ND

 ANTONIOU’S TYPHAST EIRENE (76 30) F 23.3.09 Brown Spotted 

Bengal female of good size and weight.  Broad medium wedge gently rounded.  

Moderately large ears.  Good width to muzzle.  Ears set just off vertical.  Straight 

nose. .  Level bite.   Short, soft coat.  Dark brown spotting with good rosetting.  Good 

rufus colour to undercoat.  Necklaces, facial markings etc. 

 

3
RD

 HUNT’S KATABATIC LORENZO (33a36) MN 16.2.09 

 

AV Foreign Kitten not resident in Kent 

 

1
ST

 TYLER’S MEGGYMOO DONCHA (33 31s) M 23.3.09  A very smart 

black and white Cornish boy.  Large, mussel shell shaped ears set rather high on the 

head.  Flat skull curving gently to almost straight nose.  Very good in profile.  Level 

bite and fair chin.  Very short coat with deep rippled waves.  Long tapered tail with a 

white tip (good for seeing him in the dark!).  Tail is also well waved.  Curly whiskers 

and eyebrows.  Super temperament.  Became the BIS Foreign Kitten - congratulations 

 



2
ND

 GREENSALDE’S WEESAMS WIMAU (78 36) F 15.5.09  A nice young 

Mau baby with a lovely short, silky coat with a clear spotted pattern on a silver base.  

Rounded contours to head.  Level bite.  Parallel nose lines. 

 

3
RD

 CRAGG’S WAKANDA BACK TO OURROOTS (33a40 11) M 9.6.09 

 

Cornish Rex, Devon Rex or Sphynx Neuter 

 

1
st
 FEREDAY’S PR. YASSASSIN LOVEME LILLITH (33a 36) FN 22.12.06  

Devon Rex female – dainty but good weight.  Very typy head – very short broad 

wedge.  Good stop to short nose.  Large low set ears.  Lovely Devon eyes.  Brow is 

rounded to flat forehead.  Coat is short on her body but a bit long on legs chest and 

tail.  Muffs on ears.  Waving mainly on the longer areas of coat. 

 

2
ND

 FOWLER’S JONSCOTT YASMIN JAZABELL (33a30s) FN 23.6.02  A 

very happy female neuter.  Big strong girl.  Very nice type head – short, broad 

muzzle.  Level bite.  Good stop to nose.  Brow rounded to flat skull.    Large oval 

eyes.  Large wide based ears with tufts and muffs.  Dense curly coat especially 

tummy.  Slightly thin around neck.  Tail is thick at the base and waved at the top but 

straight towards the end.  Broken whiskers and eyebrows. 

 

AV Bengal or Snowshoe Neuter 

 

1
ST

 HYLAND’S TYPHAST XERXES (76a20) MN 7.8.03  AOC Eyed Snow 

Marbled Bengal gentleman.  Super size, weight and condition and equally super 

temperament.  Lovely broad head.  Super texture coat and very clear dark brown 

marbling.  Green eyes.  Handles so well. 

 

AV Foreign Novice Neuter 

 

1
ST

 DARBY’S IGC THICKTHORN MEADOWSAFFRON (73b) FN 20.3.05 

 

2
ND

 MATTHEWS’ KAZIZKATZ DELICIOUSLY BLUE (23c) FN 28.7.08   

Blue Aby girl – lovely warm blue ticking on a mushroom undercoat.  Moderate wedge 

with gentle lines.  Clear facial pigmentation lines.  Undercoat rather white across her 

back.  Broken necklet.  Short blue hocks and blue tail tip. 

 

3
RD

 RAVENSCROFT’S GOLUBOI ELANEC (16a) FN 8.4.02 

 

AV Foreign Adolescent Neuter 

 

1
ST

 NEWBERRY’S MIMAPERKS TIFFANYCASE (74) FN 8.9.08 

 

2
ND

 MATTHEWS’ KAZIZKATZ DELICIOUSLY BLUE (23c) FN 28.7.08 

 

AV Foreign Veteran Neuter 

 

1
st
 HENDRA’S PR. CZARKUSKA BOSATAMAHON (16a) MN 31.10.00  A 

very large Russian gentleman – just ambles out of his pen.  Lovely head and good 

Russian “look”.  Short coat just a little harsh to the touch. 



 

2
nd

 PATEY’S CH & GR. PR. MYCENE MACGREGOR (23e) MN 6.3.01  

Fawn Aby boy with lovely coat texture. 

 

3
RD

 HYLAND’S TYPHAST XERXES (76a20) MN 7.8.03  

 


